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ABSTRACT

Peristaltic motion of a micropolar fluid is studied for small ampli-
tudes of peristalic waves under low Reynolds number analysis. The
effect of pressure gradient on the secondary motion reveals many interest-
ing and useful results. The critical value of the pressure gradient ensuing
the reversal effect in both velocity field and microrotation is evaluated
and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

PERISTALTIC motion consists in a narrowing and transverse shortening of
a portion of the tube, which relaxes, while a lower portion becomes shortened
and narrowed. Such a motion is common in physiological flows, parti-
cularly in the ureters, intestines and arterioles. In fact, the peristaltic pres-
sure distribution inside the ureter measured as a function of time is one of
the important diagnostic tools in urology. Even in biomedical instruments
like some heartlung machines, peristaltic motion is used to pump blood and
other biological fluids. In these cases travelling sinusoidal waves in the
wall of a vessel propel the fluid along the tube. Within certain limits it is
possible to pump peristaltically against a pressure gradient.

The problem of peristaltic motion has gained much attention recently
and in the past few years there have been various investigations 1-5 which
deal with theoretical and experimental aspects of peristaltic motion of New-
tonian fluids. A detailed review of these papers is presented in our recent
work6 on peristaltic motion in non-Newtonian fluids. Though all these
investigations aim at understanding the details of peristaltic transport, the
mathematical complications restrict these theoretical approaches and con-
sequently approximate theories only can be developed.

Most of the theoretical analyses of flow in blood vessels have assumed
for simplicity the blood behaves as a Newtonian fluid, but a factor which
is likely to play an important role in blood rheology is the motion of red
cells. Rheological interest in the arterial system centres on the extent to
which the non-Newtonian properties of blood and th ,° visco-elastic behaviour
of the walls of the vessels influence flow resistance and pressure wave pro-
pagation in the system. The rheological properties of the individual red
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cells become extremely important in determining flow resistance in small
blood vessels.

The model of micropolar fluid put forward by Eringen 7 takes account
of the fact that fluid particles contained in a small volume element, besides
following the rigid body rotation of the volume element, can rotate about
the centroid of the volume element. Using this theory, in our previous
analyses'' 9 we have approximated blood by the model of a micropolar fluid
and studied the wave propagation when it is contained in elastic membranes.
The micropolarity of the fluid was found to be prominent in tubes of small
radius whereas in larger tubes it was hardly perceptible.

The aim of the present analysis is to study the peristaltic motion of a
micropolar fluid in a cylindrical tube with a sinusoidal wave of small ampli-
tude travelling down its wall, thus representing blood and other biological
fluids, model of micropolar fluids. Following Chow 1° we obtain the solution
for the stream function as a power series in terms of the amplitude of defor-
mation. The streamline pattern for Newtonian and micropolar fluids are
depicted graphically. The variation of the applied pressure gradient on
the streamline pattern, microrotation, axial velocity and couple stresses
seem to reveal many interesting results. For instance, the streamlines form
closed loops for low pressure gradients and for higher pressure gradients
the streamlines run parallel to the axis of the tube when they are nearer the
axis of the tube. Similarly, microrotation, axial velocity profiles, and couple
stresses are discussed under lower and high pressure gradients.

2. FLUID MODEL

The constitutive equations for an incompressible micropolar fluid as
given by Eringen7 are

Til = — p8jj + (2µ + K) Did + Keilk (Wk — Vk)	 (2.1)

= Nl i, 9 + Yi v7, i	 (2.2)

where Tz, and M15 are stress tensor and couple stress tensor respectively,
8 is the Kroneeker delta, Eq an alternating tensor, p the isotropic pressure,
w the vorticity vector and v the microrotation vector. Comma after a suffix
denotes covariant differentiation,

Dig = I (uii, 9 + u3,)	 (2.3)

µ, K are coefficients of viscosity, and P,., yr are coefficients of gyroviscosity.

In the absence of external forces the equations of continuity, momentum
and angular momentum for a micropolar fluid are given by

ua 4 = Q	 (2.4)
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_ Dui	
(2.5)Tji, j = P Di

M^ l,3 + e41kTjk = I 
Dv

(2.6)

where p is the density and I is the micromoment of inertia.

3. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM

Consider the axisymmetric flow of a micropolar fluid in a cylindrical
tube with a sinusoidal wave of small amplitude travelling down its wall.
The equation to the wall of the tube can be taken as

r = a  ] + E cos ( 2̂  (z — ct))}	 (3.1)

where a is the radius of the original undisturbed tube, E is the amplitude of
the wave, A is the wavelength and c is the wave velocity, r and z measured
along the axis of the tube and r is in the radial direction, t is the time.

The governing equations of motion are specified by (2.4) to (2.6). The
variables are rendered dimensionless by using the following scheme:

r=ar, z=az, ve =c/a.va, t=at/c

u = Cu, x' = cw, p = pc 2p, I = Ia 2 	(3.2)

ac
na = µa ly , na = Ka lly,., n 4 = P1,'y1, R = µ + K — the Reynolds

number,

where u and w are the radial and axial velocity components respectively,
v9 is the non-vanishing component of micro-rotation in the 0 direction.

After dropping the bars for convenience the simplified non-dimensional
equations of continuity, the momentum and spin momentum equations are
given by

^u
fir + r + ^z -0 (3.3)

	( ^u	 ^u 	^ul 	ap	 1
 [( —

u  ^wl
+u +w z/	 Zr + R iz ^z ^r / — n6 

ẑ J (3.4)

	bw	 bw	 -6wf
^r +u ^r +w—)
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— p — 1 ^ 2u	 1 ?.u _ ? 2w_ 1 w
^z R ^r^z + r z	 r2	 r Tr

where

and

—n5(^r + r"1	
(3.5)

-
Eve ns -2n3 ve

Rnn3
 [ b_vo
 t + u	 +w—  I	 (3.6)

5

^ 2 	1	 j2 _ 1\
E — `^r 2 + r ^r + bz 2 r2J	

(3.7)

n5=n3(n2+n3).	 (3.8)

The boundary conditions are

u = easina(z —t)

w = 0	 on r = 1 + E cos {a (z — t)}	 (3.9)

vB = 0

where
a = 2ara/A.
	 (3.10)

Here, the boundary condition on the wavy wall of the tube is obtained by
taking the no slip condition for the velocities and ' no micro-spin ' for the
microrotation.

We introduces the stream function 0 by the following substitution so
that the equation of continuity is identically satisfied:

1^b	 l
u—
_ _ 

r--z, w=
 r fir'	 (3.11)

4. SOLUTION FOR THE STREAM FUNCTION

The solution for 0 is obtained as a power series in terms of the amplitude
of the wave e by expanding +', v e and p in the following form:

v9 =v0+ Ev]+ E2V2 +..	 (4.1)

P = p0+ EYI + E2 P.+ ..
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Substituting (4.1) along with (3.11) in (3.3)-(3.6) and collecting the
coefficients of various powers of E, we obtain the differential equations for
0.1	 D I'2, 1)0• .. .,

In the absence of peristaltic wave along the boundary of the tube, we
get the usual Hagen-Poiseuille type flow of a micropolar fluid in a cylin-
drical pipe of circular cross-section. As the axial velocity in this case is
a function of r only, we find that 0 o is a function of r only and hence

^z	 t
	 (4.2)

The zeroth order equations are

i d	 1
 + r) r

d  \ r dr°) +X75''0, = R jP°
	 (4.3)

(L1 — 2n3) v° - n3 d (C d °) = 0	 (4.4)

where

_ ( d 2 	id	 1 l
Ll ldr 2 +	

_
 r dr	 r2) .	 (4.5)

The corresponding boundary conditions are

2o dr0— "o -0onr=1
(4.6)

00 and vo are finite on r = 0 1
Equations (4.3) and (4.4) can be easily solved for	 and v° and these solu-
tions satisfying (4.6) are given by

0o = On3 [4 (r4 — 2r 2) -{- 12j 5̂ 1) {lIo (1) r 2J2 — rIl (lr)} j	 (4.7)

n3k° [Uk) l___(4,g)
v0 212 Ii (1)	 rJ

where

k° = R ^p0, 	(4.9)

4 and I, being modified Bessel functions of the first kind,
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The first order equations for 0 1 , p 1 and v1 are obtained as

1 b1 + 1 do0 f ^ 21i1 + 1 ^?^j _ 1 d2O0 zb1
r ^r^t	 r 2 dr ^r?z	 r z }	 rz dr 2 bz

—_ ^Pl	 1 1 ^ 3Y'1	 1 ^ 3Y'1 _ 1 •2 Y'1
bz + R [ r c r 3 + r c-rc-Z 2 	r2cbr2

+ 	1 "-{-- nB (fir	 r) j ,	 (4.10)

1	 ( b/il+ 1 d io ^b,
r^zL^t	 rdr z,^

_ ^Pl — 1 ( 1_ ^o
 — 

1 20 — 1 ^201 n v	 (4.11)
r 	 Lbz lr 2 car	 r c^z 2 	r cDr2	 6 1}

	n 3 r c^ 101	 cb2t^11	 I boli
(E — 2n3) v 1 — r IL ^r 2 + SZ 2 	r ^r

RIn3 1 vI + 1 d ro nl 	1 ^01 . dvoj .	 (4.12)n5 t ^t	 r dr ^z	 r Sz	 dr

Eliminating Pi between (4.10) and (4.11), we get

E2 Or') + n5Ev,

R d'o i^ 201+`^ 201_ 1 b^?i
r 2 L drz	 r car

	3 	 2

	— 301 1 — ^z1 C OO — r d 0 )].	 (4.13)

The corresponding boundary conditions for 0 1 and i 1 are

^r	 bz	 on r = 0	 (4.41)
v1 is finite

and

— Io cos{a(z—t)}

= — a sin {a (z — t)) 	 at r = 1	 (4.15)
^z

vI = Sl (cos {a (z — t)}] ,
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where

si — 1^on3 j o (1) — 2	 (4 16)

The boundary conditions (4.15) suggest that the solutions for 0 1 and vl

can be chosen in the following form:

= F (r) cos {a (z — t)} + G (r) sin {a (z — t)}	
(4.17)v l = M (r) COS {a (z — t)} + N (r) sin {a (z — t)}}

Now, substituting for 00, v° from (4.7), (4.8) and for 0 3 , v, from (4.17),
and collecting the coefficients of cos {a (z — t)} and sin {a (z -- t)} on both
sides of (4.12) and (4.13), we obtain the following differential equations for
F, G, M and N:

(L1 — a2) 2 (F/r) + n5 (L1 — a2) M = RL2 (G/r)	 (4.18)

(L, — aI) 2 (G/r) + ns (L1 --- a2) N = — RL2 (Fir) 	(4.19)

(LI — a L —2 n3) M — n3 (Ll — a2) (Fir) = R [ f (r) G

+ g (r) N]	 (4.20)

(Ll — a 2 — 2n3) N — n3 (Ll — a2) (G/r)

_ — R [f(r)F'+g(r)MI	 (4.21)

where
k0an3 U n5 	— 211 (lr)	 2 — n6I0 (lr)

Lz — 112 Il (l) (110 (l r) 	r	 +r	 IIi (Z)
2

ko 3 + lI (l)) — 1 } (Li — a 2)	 (4.22)

g (r) — k2l n5 l (r
2 — 1) + ll (Z) ^I° (l) — I. (lr))} — a	 (4.23)

k0—Iz as 1 f 4 (lr) — 1I0 (1r){
.f (r) = 2l n5r I	 i (l)	 Ii (1) j	

(4.24)

The boundary conditions are

F (0) = F' (0) = G (0) = G' (0) = 0 ?	 (4.25)
M (0) and N (0) are finite	 j

and

F (1)= 1, F'(1)= —Iko
G (1) = G' (1) = 0	 (4.26)

M(l) = — sl N(l) = 0
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Thus we have to solve the coupled equations for F (r), G (r), M (r), N (r)
from (4.18)-(4.21), satisfying (4.25) and (4.26). We note that these equa-
tions are extremely complicated and they cannot be solved in closed form
even for the Newtonian fluids. Hence following the analysis of Chow'
we introduce further valid simplifications, namely, assuming that the Rey-
nolds number for the flow is very small, we express F, G, M, N in the form
of power series in terms of R. We now write

F(r)=F'(r) +R 2F2(r)+ ...

G (r) = RGI (r) + R3G2 (r) + .. .

N (r) = RN. (r) + R 3N2 (r) + ...	
(4.27)

M(r)=M0 (r) +R 2M2 (r)+ ....

Substituting (4.27) in (4.18)-(4.21), we get the differential equations for
Fo, Mo, as

(L1 — a 2) 2 (Fo/r) + ns (L1 — a2) NO = 0	 (4.28)

(L1 — a 2 — 2n3) Mo — n3 (L1 — a 2) (Fo/r) = 0	 (4.29)

and the boundary conditions as

Fo (0) = Fo ' (0) = 0, Mo (0) is finite,	
(4.30)

IF0 (1) = 1, F0 ' (l) = — k0/2, M0 (1) = s1 

The solutions of (4.28) and (4.29) satisfying (4.30) are obtained as

Fo __ !1 (a)
 

	 r2 Io (ar) — l2 Ii() rIi (/3r)}

+ BrIl (ar) — !S ^a) r 2 Io (ar)	 (4.31)

Mo `	 +S1Ii (ar)	 A- {Il (a
) 
Ii (13r) — Il (/3) Ii (ar)}	 (4.32)

I^ (a)	 I^ (a) 

where

/32= 1 + 12 	(4.33)

A = sls2 -^ iko(̂  + a4 (a)/], (a)	 (4.34)
s2I1 (9) 

i
 n5s3I12

B a!1 (a) 1a1^ (a) + silo (a) — A11(/3) (4(a) — l2 Il (a))} (4.35)
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S2 = ahl(a) {aIo (a) - aIi (a) - 2I (a) Ii (a)}	 (4.36)

53
	 I() [fIo (9) Ii (a) - aIo (a) Ii (/3)]	 (4.37)

i a

na = 1	 Table 1

ko = 0.01	 ko= 0.2	 ko= 1.0
r

G,	 N1	 G1	 N1	 G1	 N,

0.0 0•0 -0.00412 0.0 -0.00420 0.0 -0.00610

0.1 -0.00054 -0.05119 -0-00058 -0.05558 -0.00078 -0.07463

0.2 -0.00204 -0.10974 -0.00221 -0.11897 -0.00293 -0.15930

0.3 -0.00414 -0.16440 -0-00447 -0.17800 -0.00593 -0.23742

0.4 -0.00631 -0.20960 -0.00681 -0.22661 -0.00900 -0.30078

0.5 -0.00791 -0.24040 -0-00853 -0.25946 -0.01125 -0.34266

0.6 -0.00836 -0.25195 -0.27134 -0.27134 -0.01183 -0.35528

0.7 -0.00729 -0.23922 -0.00785 -0-25699 -0.01027 -0.33352

0.8 -0.00479 -0-19688 -0.00575 -0.21090 -0.00671 -0.27089

0•9 -0.00171 -0.11922 -0.00183 -0.12729 -0.00238 -0.16155

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

na = 10 Table 2

ko = 0.01 ko= 0.2 ko= 1.0
r - -

G1 N, G, N, G, N,

0.0 0.0 -0.05122 0.0 -0.04925 0.0 -0.00382

0.1 0.60029 -0.16960 0.00025 -0.16788 0.0008 -0.16695

0.2 0.00109 -0.28758 0.00093 -0.29108 0.00030 -0.31703

0.3 0.00222 -0.39099 0.00189 -0.40044 0.00057 -0.45557

0.4 0.00333 --0.48742 0.00282 -0.50171 0.00076 -0.58081

0.5 0.00402 -0.57475 0.00337 -0.59183 0.00075 -0.68618

0.6 0.00398 -0.64185 0.00329 -0.65939 0.00051 -0.75896

0.7 0.00315 -0-66642 0.00254 -0.68225 0.00013 -0.77727

0.8 0.00179 -0.61121 0.00139 -0.62360 -0.00015 -0.70456

0.9 0-00051 -0.41805 0.00037 -0.42553 -0.00017 -0.47953

1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Similarly the differential equations for G1, Nl can be obtained as

(Li — a 2) 2 (Gl/r) + ns (L1 — a 2) Nl = — L2 (F0/r) 	(4.38)

(L1 — a 2 — 2n3) Ni — n3 (LI — a2) (GI /r)

= — {Fof (r) + Mog (r)}
	

(4.39)

and the boundary conditions for N1 , G1, can be written as before. Solu-
tions (4.31) and (4.32) have to be used in (4.38) and (4.39) to solve for
G1 and N1 . Although the complementary function corresponding to the
solutions of (4.38) and (4.39) can be found, the particular integral would
involve many integrals. One more feature about these equations is that
they form two-point boundary value problems with regular singularity

Figure 1. Streamlines of micropolar fluids for low pressure gradients.
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at the origin. Thus, we have resorted to Runge-Kutta-Gill integration
procedure for solving numerically the two-point boundary value problems
with regular singular point at the origin.

The solutions for G l and No for different values of k,, and 173 are shown
in tables 1 and 2. Similarly numerical solutions can be obtained for F. ,
M2, .. .

	

0 1 	i

	7C	 0	 7[	 7V	 37[	 27r

	

2	 2	 2
Z -^

Figure 2. Comparison of streamlines for Newtonian and micropolar fluids,

5. DISCUSSION

The velocity components and the stream function are thus obtained
as power series in terms of the amplitude of the deformation of the wall.
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Figures 1 and 2 present the streamlines pattern for Iower and higher
pressure gradients respectively.* Notice that for low pressure gradient
(k0=0 01) the streamlines form closed loops with Z axis as a /= 0 streamline,
and the other streamlines with 0 = 0 run almost perpendicular to the
Z-axis as shown in figure 1. On the other hand in the streamline pattern
corresponding to high pressure gradients (k 0 = 1.0) we find that streamlines
are continuous curves running parallel to the axis of the tube when they

— --- 3= 10

0

Figure 3. Axial velocity profile (Zero pressure gradient).

o

n3_ 1

^^	 ---- n 3= 1 O
8	 ^ 	 k0=1 O

6 	\ N.. -- a 2

4	 \' \N.

2
	\\\\\

cv
	

01	 02	 \'003	 \	 04

-w	 1

Figure 4. Axial velocity profiles.

In then figures, we take s = z — t for convenience and the streamlines are drawn for
different n3.

O

t o

0

0
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are considered near the axis, and a considerable deformation is observed
when they are considered near the boundary (see figure 2).

It appears that for low pressure gradient the effects of the wave travelling
along the boundary of the tube are more dominant, and this is the case even
with zero pressure gradient. When the applied pressure gradient passes
a critical value (say k 0,.) the streamline in the central part of the region are
more influenced by it than by the motion of the boundary; in the region
near the boundary the flow is influenced both by the peristaltic wave and
the pressure gradient. We observed a similar behaviour of the streamlines
in our previous analysers.

This change in the behaviour of the streamline patterns under lower and
higher pressure gradient will naturally depend on the values of ko , E, R and n3 .
In order to get a rough estimation of the critical values of the pressure
gradient, we have carried out numerical calculations for E = 0.01,
R=0 . 01 and find that koc = 0.16* for Newtonian fluids. In the case of
micropolar fluids koc is attained even earlier. For example, when n 3 = 10
koc = 0•13. We observe that k oc decreases further as we increase n 3. The
numerical procedure of determining the critical values of k has been carried
out for different n3 up to 100. This analysis of finding the critical value of
the applied pressure gradient for particular data may be very useful in
avoiding the flow separation, which may serve sometimes as a diagnostic
tool in urology.

I C

^•8

(/
II

J.4 ^^ \

k o=1

Q -0.1	 -005	 C

--`z=0' '-7—

g

6	 j
//^//

4	 // 7

//

 /	 ko`0'0

O	 0

Figure 5. Microrotation. n, = 1. - - - - - n, = 10.

* i.e., for values of ko < 0- 16, the streamlines form a system of closed loops with O= 0 as
a separating streamline, and for ka > 0.16, the streamlines are continuous curves running along
the axis.
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The role of pressure gradient on the axial velocity profiles, is shown in
figures 3 and 4. It is clearly seen that the velocity profile is completely
reversed when the pressure gradient passes ko,. It is worth remarking that
the profiles and on r = 0 axis instead of tending towards the origin as in
the case discussed in ref. 6.

Finally, figures 5, 6, 7 represent microrotation and couple stresses for
lower and higher pressure gradients. Once again a marked difference
between these profiles are noticed and a similar discussion can be extended

10

—^^\\ -	 tea`

	n 4= 1 ^ .6	,rn4s-1

0.4

02
n3=25

____n3 =100

—02	 — 0.1	 0.I	 O. 2

Figure 6. Typical behaviour of couple stresses when K 0 = 0.01 (projection on the pinae
z=0)

I.0

06

O.4

n3. 25

	0.2 	 _^__ n3= 100

2	 O	 0.2	 O 4	 O 6	 O.8	 10
M12--i^

Figure 7. Typical behaviour of couple stresses when K a = 1.0 (projection on the plane Z=0).
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in these cases also. Thus, there are regions in the flow where microrota-
tions vanish.

As far as the phenomenon of 'reflux'  is concerned, following Fung
and Yihl, it is defined in terms of the time and spatially averaged mean
velocity of flow. More specifically, the reflux is said to occur whenever
there is a region in the tube where the mean axial velocity is opposite to the
direction of the peristaltic waves. In our present analysis, we find that when
ko = 0, the first order terms of the time averaged mean velocity, micro-
rotation, mean mass flow, all vanish. Consequently the discussions about
the reflux cannot be carried out unless one takes the terms 0 (E 2). How-
ever, it appears from the investigations by Fung et a1. 3 that a complete satis-
factory notion about the occurrence of reflux in the flow is still a contro-
versial point.
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